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ABSTRACT

Objective: We compare utilization of diagnostic resources and admissions in emergency department (ED) patients with chest pain and abdominal pain when managed by advanced practice providers (APPs) and physicians.

Methods: We used 2016 to 2019 data from a national emergency medicine group. We compared visits managed by physicians and APPs based on demographics and observed resource utilization (labs, radiography, computed tomography) use and hospital admission/transfer, stratified by patient age. To reduce selection bias, we created inverse propensity score weights (IPWs). To estimate the average treatment effect for APP visits for each outcome, we included IPWs in a multivariable linear probability model with a dummy variable indicating treatment by an APP and used a facility fixed effect. We then estimated the average treatment effect comparing physician to APP visit for all visits and for discharged visits separately, stratified by the study outcomes. Sensitivity analyses were performed using different cohort definitions and adjusting for past medical history.

Results: In chest pain, we included 77,568 visits seen by 1,011 APPs and 586,031 visits seen by 1,588 physicians. In abdominal pain, we included 184,812 ED visits seen by 1,080 APPs and 761,230 visits seen by 1,689 physicians. For both chest pain and abdominal pain visits, physicians saw more older adult patients (55+ years) and admitted a higher percentage of visits than APPs. For chest pain, physicians saw more circulatory system diseases (70.7% vs. 58.6%); APPs saw more respiratory system diseases (17.1% vs. 9.8%). In abdominal pain, emergency physicians saw more digestive system diseases (28.5% vs. 23.3%); APPs saw more genitourinary system diseases. After matching with IPW, predicted probabilities of laboratory, radiology, and admissions either did not vary or were slightly lower for APPs compared to physicians for all outcomes. Sensitivity analyses showed similar results, including controlling for past medical history.

Conclusion: Diagnostic testing and hospitalization rates for chest pain and abdominal pain between APPs and physicians is largely similar after matching for severity and complexity. This suggests that APPs do not have observably higher use of ED and hospital resources in these conditions in this national group.
Emergency department (ED) use of advanced practice providers (APPs), which include physician assistants (PAs) and nurse practitioners (NP), has expanded the past two decades.¹,² According to estimates from the ED Benchmarking Alliance, 62% of EDs use APPs who evaluate approximately 30% of ED patients.³ Some ED APPs provide support to physicians (e.g., performing procedures and triage), while others care for ED patients with either direct or indirect physician oversight.⁴,⁵

It is vital to understand how the expanding APP workforce impacts quality, utilization, and cost. Emergency care is increasingly complex and requires a broad knowledge of clinical medicine as well as focused content specific to emergencies.⁶ APP clinical education is considerably shorter and less specialized (i.e., 2 years of general medical education) compared to ED physician education (i.e., 4 years of general medical education and 3 to 4 years of specialized graduate medical education in emergency medicine) raising concerns that the limited exposure of APPs to content and mentored supervision might lead to differences in practice and patient safety concerns. Prior work by our research team has demonstrated that in a national emergency medicine group, a care model combining increasing APP use with focused educational programs along with local emergency physician oversight had no impact on ED flow, quality of care, or outcomes but also did not provide economies of scale in staffing costs.⁷

Yet a remaining concern is that APPs may compensate for less training with increased utilization of labs, imaging, and admissions. Specifically, ordering labs, imaging, and admissions that provide no benefit to the patient (i.e., that are unnecessary). Utilization of labs, imaging, and admissions constitutes a major portion of U.S. health care spending and are areas where there is considerable variation within and among EDs.⁸–¹¹ A prior study demonstrated higher use of advanced imaging and admissions by APPs compared with physicians but did not control for patient complexity or acuity.¹²

To our knowledge, no patient-level analyses have compared resource utilization by ED APPs and physicians using methods that match on complexity and acuity or control for chief complaint. The chief complaints of chest pain and abdominal pain provide good models to study differences in resource utilization and admission since both have broad differential diagnoses and considerable clinician-level variation and are relatively common.¹³–¹⁶ In this study, we compared utilization of diagnostic resources (labs and imaging) and admission decisions in ED patients matched complexity and acuity with chief complaints of chest or abdominal pain when primarily managed by APPs or emergency physicians. Given the prior literature on the topic, we hypothesized that APPs would have higher rates of test utilization and hospital admissions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Setting

We conducted a retrospective observational study using 2016 to 2019 data from U.S. Acute Care Solutions, a national emergency medicine group with EDs in 18 U.S. states. We used data from ED visits seen by emergency physicians and APPs with chief complaints of chest pain or abdominal pain at hospital-based general (nonpediatric) EDs. This is a secondary analysis of an administrative data set that has been previously described¹⁷,¹⁸ The group employs billing and coding specialists who abstract visit data including demographics, diagnostic evaluations, procedural interventions, and disposition. Importantly for this study, the specific clinician who saw the patient—emergency physician, APP, or both—is also abstracted because this decision impacts billing. The group also receives data from hospital electronic health records (EHRs) on patient medical history when those systems can transmit the data in a continuous manner. The group maintains its own scheduling database (Tangier, Sparks, MD; and Shift Admin, Columbia, SC) for clinician hours, which is used to calculate monthly compensation for providers. We complied with the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) statement for observational studies in reporting our study results. This study was deemed exempt by the institutional review board at the Allegheny Health Network.

Selection of Participants

The sample included all ED visits of patients with a chief complaint of chest or abdominal pain that were triaged as Emergency Severity Index (ESI) level 2, 3, or 4 and seen independently by either an APP or emergency physician. Visits that were comanaged by APPs and physicians were excluded. For APPs, we analyzed PAs and NPs together as a group rather than separately because in our prior work, we detected no differences in the impact of PAs and NPs on quality
of care, flow, or patient safety.\textsuperscript{7} We excluded visits of patients who left without treatment, left against medical advice, were dead on arrival, or died in the ED. We also excluded patients triaged to ESI level 1 or 5 due to their rarity and the lack of variation in admissions in these groups. Finally, we excluded visits with a primary ICD-10 diagnosis of injury or poisoning given the narrower differential diagnosis (Data Supplement S1, Table S1, available as supporting information in the online version of this paper, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/acem.14161/full).

We also excluded visits from EDs without data on labs and diagnostic imaging. If a facility began reporting data during the study, relevant visits were included starting with the first month of reporting. We excluded chest and abdominal pain visits at facilities with fewer than 1,000 visits for these complaints over the study period or fewer than 100 such visits treated by APPs. We linked the scheduling data to the visits database and excluded ED visits seen by physicians and APPs who were not employed by the group for at least 6 months and worked less than 15 clinical hours per month. Finally, we excluded visits in facilities where APPs were not used in staffing during the ED visit month.

**Chief Complaints and Covariates**

Chief complaint is a “free-text” field, creating variation in documentation. We used an iterative process to standardize the assignment of chief complaints and identify visits with chest pain or abdominal pain for study inclusion.

To control for clinician and patient population variations between APPs and physicians, we identified independent variables a priori that might confound the comparison of APP and physician assessments and resource utilization based on clinical experience. Specifically, for each ED visit we identified the treating clinician’s age at the visit date, sex, and years of employment with the group. We identified patient age, sex, insurance (self-pay, Medicaid, Medicare, commercial, or other), ESI level, disposition (admitted, discharged, or transferred), and body system of their primary diagnosis (using the AHRQ Clinical Classification Software [CCS] categories, multi-level 1 categories based on final primary ICD-10 diagnosis). We also identified visit time of day (12AM–6:59AM, 7AM–2:59PM, and 3PM–11:59PM), day of week, and visit year given the common scheduling of APPs during busier times in the ED (midmorning to late evening) and to address secular changes in APP utilization.

To control for patient complexity beyond AHRQ CCS categories, we examined data on past medical history documented in the EHR. Controlling for past medical history was done because APPs and physicians may see patients of differing medical complexity, which past medical history can estimate. Past medical history data were only available from a subset of facilities. We chose common past medical history elements including hypertension, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, congestive heart failure, cancer, asthma, or renal disease as most relevant. We could not determine the severity of past conditions, so we created dummy variables indicating their presence or absence in the EHR. Past medical history was identified using search terms in a similar process used to identify chest and abdominal pain.

For descriptive purposes, we collected data on facility-level characteristics, including annual visit volume (<20,000, 20,000–39,999, 40,000 to 59,999, 60,000–79,999, and ≥80,000), trauma-level designation (level 1 or 2), and teaching status (host facility for residency or fellowship programs whether emergency medicine or others).

All radiology and laboratory tests ordered during the visit were examined. Radiology orders were identified by linking Current Procedure Terminology (CPT) codes with the AHRQ CCS services and procedures categories, whenever possible (computed tomography [CT] scan chest, CT scan pulmonary angiography [CT-PA], CT scan abdomen/pelvis, any other CT scan, routine chest x-ray, ultrasound abdomen, any other diagnostic ultrasound, and electrocardiogram). Individual CPT codes were used when the CCS categories were not specific enough (chest x-ray one-view, chest x-ray two view, CT-PA). Laboratory orders were identified using individual CPT codes. For each visit we constructed dummy variables for each test to indicate whether the test was ordered.

**Outcome Measures**

For patients with chest pain, primary outcome measures were: ED visits with orders of any labs, electrocardiogram (ECG), and imaging studies (CT scans, ultrasounds, or x-rays), and hospital admissions, which defined as including transfer to other hospitals and observation admissions, stratified by patient age group (<10, 10–17, 18–54, and over 55 years) and sex. Secondary outcome measures were identified a priori as...
obtainable ways that care may vary based on evidence-based practice included: ECG ordered in patients under age 30 or 40 (potentially low yield), CT-PA ordered without D-dimer (potentially suggestive of overutilization of CT), and creatine phosphokinase/CK-MB ordered alone or with troponin in the absence of past medical history of renal disease (potentially suggestive of unnecessary test utilization and/or low yield).

Primary outcome measures with abdominal pain were as follows: any labs, ECG, and imaging studies (CT scans, ultrasounds, or x-rays) and hospital admission stratified by patient age group and sex. Secondary outcome measures where evidence-based care may vary included: amylase ordered with or without lipase (potentially suggestive of unnecessary test utilization and/or low yield), urinalysis in male patients under age 65 (potentially low yield), and urine or serum pregnancy test ordered in female patients ages 10–50 (quality concern if not ordered in abdominal pain).19

Primary Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to compare patient and clinician characteristics of ED visits treated by physicians and APPs, presented as proportions or means and standard deviations (SDs). To reduce potential selection bias in the assignment of an ED visit to an APP, we created inverse propensity score weights (IPW). First, we used multivariable logistic regression to obtain, for each visit, a predicted probability (p) of being treated by an APP as a function of that visit’s patient and clinician covariates, with a facility fixed effect and the visit year, month, day of week, and time of day of the visit. In all outcomes, clinician years since being hired was modeled as a quadratic function by including squared terms. For outcomes not stratified by patient age, we modeled patient age as a quadratic function as well. No other effect modifications among covariates were hypothesized. Because we included a facility fixed effect, we did not include facility characteristics (e.g., size, trauma status). We tested for multicollinearity among covariates using a variance inflation factor cutoff of 10. Using the predicted probabilities obtained from the logistic regression model, we generated IPWs for each visit. The IPWs were set equal to 1 for all visits treated by APPs and p/(1 – p) for all visits treated by emergency physicians.

To estimate the effect of being treated by an APP on the outcomes of interest, we used the IPWs in a multivariable linear probability model with a dummy variable indicating treatment by an APP and a facility fixed effect. In large data sets, the linear probability model produces nearly identical results to logit or probit models, is computationally more efficient, and is easier to interpret.20 This APP coefficient was defined as the average treatment effect in the treated and is interpreted as the change in the probability of an outcome occurring as a result of being treated by an APP.

We estimated the average treatment effect in the treated for all visits and for discharged visits separately. Because past medical history covariates were only available for a subset of the facilities in the sample, we estimated the average treatment effect in the treated including and excluding past history. We present results from the larger sample (excluding past medical history) in the main text and provide the results with the patient problems in the Data Supplement S1, Tables S4–S7 and Appendix S1). Additionally, in these appendix tables, we provide results without using IPWs. For all analyses, confidence intervals (CIs) were assessed at the 95% level (significant at p < 0.05). However, given that we are estimating the average treatment effect in the treated in two samples (all visits and discharged visits separately) and across several outcomes within the same sample (36 total outcomes examined for abdominal pain, 62 for chest pain), we applied a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons and indicate significance with a “*” any estimates significant at p < 0.0014 (for chest pain) and p < 0.0008 (for abdominal pain). Data were missing for < 1% of the chest pain and abdominal pain samples; therefore, a complete case analysis was used for all multivariable and IPW analyses. All standard errors were clustered on the ED level. All analyses were performed using Stata version 16.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).

RESULTS

Characteristics of Study Subjects

Table 1 shows characteristics of included visits and clinicians with additional details in Data Supplement S1, Table S2. For chest pain, we included 77,568 ED visits from 83 facilities seen by 1,011 APPs and 586,031 visits seen by 1,588 physicians. For abdominal pain, we included 184,812 ED visits from 97 facilities by 1,080 APPs and 761,230 visits seen by 1,689 physicians. Included APPs were on average younger, more female, and newer in practice with the group compared to included physicians. For both chest and abdominal pain visits, physicians saw older adult patients (55+
years) and admitted a higher percentage of visits than APPs. For chest pain, physicians saw more visits with diseases of the circulatory system (70.7% vs. 58.6%); APPs saw more diseases of the respiratory system (17.1% vs. 9.8%). In abdominal pain, emergency physicians saw more visits with diseases of the digestive system (28.5% vs. 23.3%); APPs saw more diseases of the genitourinary system (18.8% vs. 15.2%).

Table 2 shows the subset of visits with inclusion of past medical history. For both chest and abdominal pain visits, physicians saw a higher percentage of patients with patient problems, both singularly and in combination.

**Main Results**

The IPWs generated balance in all covariates used to estimate propensity scores. Data Supplement S1, Table S3, shows the IPW-adjusted means and proportions for APPs and emergency physicians and the raw and weighted differences.

In Figures 1 and 2 we present unadjusted and IPW-adjusted average treatment effects for visits with a chief complaint of chest pain (Figure 1) and abdominal pain (Figure 2) treated by an APP. The average treatment effects can be interpreted as the change in the probability of diagnostic test being ordered or hospital admission/transfer occurring if seen by an APP relative to a physician. An average treatment effect less than 0 indicates an APP is less likely to order the test/admission while greater than 0 indicates an APP is more likely to order the test/admission. A average treatment effect of $-0.1$ for example would mean that an APP is 10% less likely, on average, to order that test.

For almost all outcomes examined, IPW-adjusted average treatment effects showed that being seen by an
Table 2
Past Medical History in Visits With a Complaint of Chest Pain and Abdominal Pain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past medical history, %</th>
<th>APPs</th>
<th>Physicians</th>
<th>APPs</th>
<th>Physicians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal failure</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total past medical history, %

| None | 64.7 | 51.2 | 55.1 | 40.0 |
| 1    | 23.2 | 27.8 | 27.3 | 30.2 |
| 2+   | 12.1 | 21.0 | 17.6 | 29.7 |

Study sample includes general EDs that submitted data on patient medical histories, 2016 to 2019.
APP = advanced practice provider; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Figure 1. Average treatment effect of advance practice provider (APP) management (ref: physician) on the probability of common lab, radiology, and hospital admission/transfer orders for ED patients with chest pain figure. The unadjusted differences in the left-most box represent the differences in test ordering and admission, stratified by test type and age/sex combinations, and do not account for any differences in patient population. For example, a coefficient of –0.1 means that physicians are 10% more likely to order a particular test or admit/transfer that subset of patients, while +10% means that APPs are more likely. The middle and right-most box represent this same concept (i.e., difference in probability in ordering a test or hospital admission/transfer) but using inverse probability weights (IPWs), which were used to balance clinical covariates adjusting for the differences in patient populations seen by each group. The middle box represents all visits, while the right-most box represents only discharges. Txfr = transfer; US = ultrasound.
APP either did not vary or slightly reduced the probability of having a radiology or laboratory test ordered in comparison to physicians. This held true overall and among discharged ED visits, including models that contained past medical history (Data Supplement S1, Appendix S1). Differences that remained statistically significant after the multiple comparison adjustment were modest.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we assessed whether APPs and physicians use diagnostic tests and make admission decisions differently when seeing similar patients, which has broad implications for the deployment and supervision of ED APPs. We focused on two patient chief complaints seen by both APPs and physicians: chest pain and abdominal pain. These were chosen because they are the two most common ED chief complaints: chest pain and abdominal pain accounted for 12.2 million and 6.5 million of the 139 million ED visits in 2017, respectively.21 Chest pain and abdominal pain also have large differential diagnoses that include both severe and minor conditions and involve considerable clinical judgment, ED-based testing, and, frequently, admission to the hospital. Clinical decisions in chest and abdominal pain also differ significantly based on individual clinician factors, including malpractice fear and risk tolerance.13–16,22–24

The challenge in comparing APPs and emergency physicians is that within the same ED, APPs tend to work in lower-acuity areas and therefore on average evaluate lower-acuity patients. This held true overall and among discharged ED visits, including models that contained past medical history (Data Supplement S1, Appendix S1). Differences that remained statistically significant after the multiple comparison adjustment were modest.21

![Figure 2. Average treatment effect of advance practice provider (APP) management (ref: physician) on the probability of common lab, radiology, and hospital admission/transfer orders for ED patients with abdominal pain figure. The unadjusted differences in the left-most box represent the differences in test ordering and admission, stratified by test type and age/sex combinations, and do not account for any differences in patient population. For example, a coefficient of -0.1 means that physicians are 10% more likely to order a particular test or admit/transfer that subset of patients, while +10% means that APPs are more likely. The middle and right-most box represent this same concept (i.e., difference in probability in ordering a test or hospital admission/transfer) but using inverse probability weights (IPWs), which were used to balance clinical covariates adjusting for the differences in patient populations seen by each group. The middle box represents all visits, while the right-most box represents only discharges. Txfr = transfer; US = ultrasound.](image-url)
seeing lower-acuity patient’s biases toward lower testing rates by APPs based on patient factors such as acuity and comorbidities that drive differential diagnosis. Our initial unadjusted analyses did, in fact, demonstrate considerably lower testing and hospital admission/transfer rates in patients see by APPs.

However, our goal was to create a more accurate comparison of APPs and physicians. To accomplish this goal, we examined multiple subsets of visits and employed different ways to control for patient complexity and acuity, including using propensity weights, to compare diagnostic test utilization and admission rates as well as a conservative approach to assess for significance (i.e., the Bonferroni correction) given the number of outcomes modeled. Ultimately, across the varied approaches we found a broadly consistent pattern: APPs and emergency physicians largely had similar observed test utilization and admission rates after adjusting for patient characteristics, suggesting similar observed care in this national emergency medicine group. Yet, some select clinical decisions did demonstrate lower utilization among APPs, such as lower use of CT-PA without an initial D-dimer in chest pain (a potentially desirable outcome) as well as lower ECG use (a potentially undesirable outcome). These differences may reflect actual differences in approach or may be a result of residual unmeasured confounding.

Our results differ from prior work showing that ED-based APPs order more tests and that conclusions that differences in training between APPs and emergency physicians result in less ability by APPs to discriminate which ED patients require testing. Our study is more focused and overcomes the methodologic limitations that were ecologic (i.e., examined testing trends at the ED rather than patient level) and relied on self-reported data. It is also important to put our work in the context of the broader literature comparing APPs and physicians. Some studies have demonstrated differences in training between APPs and emergency physicians result in less ability by APPs to discriminate which ED patients require testing. However, our prior exploratory work examining these outcomes did not identify differences in incident reports, 72-hour returns, or patient experience with higher use of CT-PA without an initial D-dimer in chest pain (a potentially undesirable outcome).

LIMITATIONS

There are several study limitations. The first is the generalizability of our results outside of chest pain or abdominal pain visits, which are only a subset of all ED visits. Resource use may differ in other conditions. We also cannot generalize outside of the national group whose data were used, which uses strategies to standardize care, including clinical management tools for all clinicians, general educational materials, and focused materials for APPs. There is also an APP training program during the first 2 years of practice. In addition, no sites in our study had unsupervised or independent APP practice. All sites have an emergency physician available for oversight if needed, so our results do not suggest that independent APP practice is appropriate because that was not directly studied. Finally, regular chart audits are conducted for quality improvement in both APP and physician cases.

Second, we do not have site-level data about how APPs are assigned cases, where APPs, physicians, and patients are physically located (i.e., fast-track or the main ED); how APPs are overseen; or specialization of APPs to particular areas (i.e., chest pain units). In general, most APP care is not directly supervised (i.e., each case is not presented to a physician). However, some EDs have local policies where APPs must present specific cases to physicians. In those cases, it is common for the physician and APP to document the case which in our prior work only occurred in 1.4% of cases. In this study, those cases were excluded. In addition, in some EDs, APPs work in the main ED while in others they work only in fast-track when there is one, and in others, they may work in both areas.

A third limitation is that study outcomes were chosen based primarily on utilization (i.e., decision to order a test or admit) rather than other outcomes, such as patient experience or clinical outcomes. However, our prior exploratory work examining these outcomes did not identify differences in incident reports, 72-hour returns, or patient experience with higher use of APPs.

Fourth, the IPWs generated good balance on all covariates used to estimate the propensity score but cannot account for unmeasured characteristics. Past medical history increases patient complexity but may be underreported in our data set. While we have no reason to believe underreporting would be different among APP or physician visits, we cannot rule out that more robust documentation would improve risk adjustment. In addition, while we include ESI level in propensity scores, physicians may be more likely to see patients with multiple complaints, which may add to complexity in unobservable ways.
Fifth, we used a systematic method to identify chief complaints. We may have failed to include some visits with a complaint of chest or abdominal pain, but this likelihood would not differ between APPs and physicians. Also, because complaint information was captured as free text, our method could not identify whether visits had single chief versus multiple chief complaints (e.g., chest pain, shortness of breath, and generalized weakness).

Sixth, sample sizes for the outcomes in subgroups with lower incidence (e.g., ED visits < 10 years with chest pain) may be insufficient to detect small, yet meaningful, differences. We used a large data set with few missing variables and provide 95% CIs to demonstrate the uncertainty of estimate but cannot rule out potential type II errors among some of the outcomes.

Seventh, we excluded visits seen by clinicians in practice fewer than 6 months in a facility or for fewer than 15 hours per month. While we believe the data on clinician scheduling to be highly accurate as it is used for clinician compensation, we did not validate this linkage independently.

CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that the care delivered in the ED by advanced practice providers and emergency physicians for patients matched on complexity and acuity presenting with chest pain or abdominal pain chief complaints is largely similar with respect to diagnostic test utilization and admission decisions. Future research should continue to explore the optimal use of advanced practice providers in the ED and the best ways to deploy this expanding part of the U.S. ED workforce.

The authors acknowledge Paul Dietzen, Jason Shawbell, Jesse Eterovich, and Amer Aldeen, MD, at US Acute Care Solutions for their support of this work.
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